Access More Evidence and Expedite Time to
Justice With Premium as a Service.
Cellebrite’s Premium as a Service provides huge benefits for lab technicians and examiners by giving lawful unlock
and extract capabilities for the widest range of iOS and Android devices – and giving access to more evidence.
Premium as a Service enables agencies of all sizes to receive a flexible and cost-effective solution that overcomes budget
and technology barriers and accelerates time to justice by moving investigations along swiftly with easier and expanded
access to advanced data.
Investigations that require advanced mobile device access can now enjoy Premium as a Service packaged to fit agencies’
precise needs, and taking advantage of their deployed UFED fleet to create a multiplier network effect. This SaaS offering
also frees agency personnel from the time-consuming task and complexities of hardware maintenance.
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Cellebrite Premium-as-a-Service introduces new possibilities for eliminating the barriers related to resource and
technology constraints that prohibit lawful mobile device access. The technology to unlock many of the most popular
iOS and Android devices along with the training needed to do it, is now available in convenient packages that deliver
the necessary capabilities when, where, and how examiners need it.

Key Benefits
• Select from a range of accessible pricing packages
• Enjoy the benefits of cloud architecture: reducing the complexities of hardware maintenance, security management
and software updates
• Seamlessly connect and manage your installed UFEDs and add new endpoints 
• Get access to the widest variety of iOS and Android devices
• Take advantage of Super Sonic (FAST Brute Force) on iOS for more versions and device models
• Perform full file system extractions
• Access highly protected areas, deleted data, and application artifacts
• You can trust industry-leading, field-proven Cellebrite technology which is deployed by thousands of agencies

CELLEBRITE ADVANCED SERVICES (CAS) are also available to optimize investments through in-person training,
technical onsite services, and more.

For more information about Cellebrite Premium-as-a-Service, contact your sales rep today!
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